
Jupiter Satellite Project 

IF you finish your OD code early, then start on this project:  Analyze our images of Jupiter, taken 

in Boulder and in Socorro over the last few weeks, to extract positions vs. time of the 4 Galilean 

moons of Jupiter. Your ultimate goal is to determine, as precisely as possible (with 

uncertainties!) the periods and radii of the orbits (period in days, radii in arc-minutes).   

If your individual OD code is not yet finished, then do not start this Jupiter Project.  You can 

start the Jupiter project after your individual code is doen, and before your team OD write-up is 

done. 

Pick your team.  This is a team project, with 3 researchers total on a team,  but it does not have 

to be your asteroid team.  You can choose new team members for this project.  Assemble your 

team, and registre your team members with Dr.D., who will keep a list of Jupiter Teams. 

Determine your analysis strategy and reduce the images. All the images of Jupiter are 

archived in the public folder sspstorage/SSP2017/JupiterProject.  For each date, determine the 

plate position of each visible moon relative to the center of Jupiter and then covert to arc 

minutes. You will need to choose your software (DS9, MaximDL, or..?) and develop an analysis 

strategy. What you really want is the x-position of each moon;  x vs. time will be a sinusoidal 

curve.  The eccentricities of the moons are very small, so the orbits are very nearly circular.  

Hence, sinusoidal motion is expected. 

 

Your analysis strategy must address all relevant issues such as:  how can you best determine the 

orientation of the x-axis, given the somewhat random orientation of the image?  What is the 

easiest way of determining the centroids, with an accuracy that is good enough?  What does 

“good enough” mean? Etc. 

Plot all your positions vs. time on one graph.  In general, you don’t know which moon is 

which on your images, so you have no choice but to put everything on one graph. Make a single 

plot of position x vs. time for all 4 Galilean satellites.  When you have this, show your curve to 

Dr.D. Compare your curve with other Jupiter teams. 
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Fit your data to 4 sinusoidal curves.   This part is tricky. How do you fit to 4 curves at once, 

without know which moons are which?  Dr.D. will provide clues, and even sample code, if you 

need it. But isn’t better to figure it out on your own? 

Conclusions/Observations. How can you check if your fits are correct?  Do you notice anything 

interesting about the ratios of the periods?  Are the fits perfect?  If not, can you think of any 

effects that would account for non-sinusoidal motion of the satellites? 

  


